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You have two choices:Be lucky enough in middle school, junior high, or high school to be taught
basic body movements and step-by-step instructions in the Olympic lifts, powerlifting, mobility,
flexibility, kettlebell training, and tumblingApply intervention five principlesHere are the answers,
but the questions are the real keys:Strength training for lean body mass and joint mobility work
trump everything else.Fundamental human movements are...fundamental.Standards and gaps
must be constantly assessed.The notion of "park bench" and "bus bench" workouts must be
applied throughout the training lifetime.Constantly strive for mastery and grace.

“I am a /CLEAN/ believer, and I recommend its study and practice with the greatest confidence
and enthusiasm.” (Robert Thurman, author of Inner Revolution)“I have seen the incredible
results of the CLEAN program with hundreds of patients, from changing their relationship to
food, to weight loss to improving health to enjoying life again. If you want to achieve any of these,
CLEAN is the book for you.” (Frank Lipman, M.D. author of SPENT)“Alejandro Junger, M.D., is
his message – brilliant, compassionate and embodied. Clean is visionary medicine, an initiation
into the spirit of healing and its author’s credentials prove that science and spirituality are finally
dancing cheek to cheek. ” (Gabrielle Roth, author of Sweat Your Prayers: Movement as Spiritual
Practice)“Through “Clean” Dr. Junger teaches us methods of cleansing, not only our physical
bodies but also cleansing as a way of life-he shows us the power we have on a day-to-day basis
to strive to be the healthiest, positive most beautiful beings possible.” (Donna Karan)“Clean is a
masterpiece of healing... Dr. Junger shows us how we don’t have to suffer any longer, nor feel
tired, sick and weighed down with the sludge of modern life. You will discover that you didn’t
know how badly you felt, once you have gotten Clean.” (Mark Hyman, MD, Author of the New
York Times best-seller The UltraMind Solution)“The Clean program works.... I have turned many
of my friends on to this program and each one has experienced profound benefits, from weight
loss to mental clarity to the end of chronic depression. The wisdom and information contained in
this book is deeply helpful and life changing.” (Gwyneth Paltrow)“With an acute understanding of
the interconnectedness of body and mind, CLEAN presents a view of detoxification as a spiritual
as well as physical necessity. Dr. Junger has given us a roadmap not only to greater health but
also to greater joy.” (Marianne Williamson, author of The Age of Miracles)“Alejandro Junger, a
hypercharismatic Uruguayan, is poised to become the detox movement’s It Boy” (Elle)“A whole-
body, whole-foods plan...designed by a cleansing expert.” (Chicago Tribune)From the Back
CoverA Life-Changing Medical BreakthroughClean is an M.D.'s program designed to be easily
incorporated into our busy schedule while providing all the practical tools necessary to support
and rejuvenate our bodies. The effect is transformative: nagging health problems will suddenly
disappear, extra weight will drop away, and for the first time in our lives, we will experience what



it truly means to feel healthy.Expanded Edition Includes:New Introduction • New Recipes • How
to Become Clean for LifeAbout the AuthorAlejandro Junger, M.D., is the New York Times
bestselling author of Clean. Dr. Junger completed his training in internal medicine at New York
University Downtown Hospital and his fellowship in cardiology at Lenox Hill Hospital in New York
City. In addition, after completing his medical training, Junger studied Eastern medicine in India.
He lives in Los Angeles.Read more
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L. Wu, “Best fitness/health/longevity book for athletes & trainers I've read all year. I admit--I've
learned, stolen and shared many a good idea from Dan John, from _Never Let Go_ and MMS to
_Easy Strength_ and his videos on the influence of a strength coach. I used to rifle through
fitness books by the dozen, but this year, at this point in my life, that's not my focus. Maybe that's
why I appreciated _Intervention_ so much, even though I've seen Dan speak in person and
watched part of the DVDs--because I grew up a little and tried to manifest the spiral growth of
Work, Rest, Pray, Play that Dan talks about in this book.I'm not sure that helps you, gentle
prospective reader, but I think it's worth noting that I'm pretty sure I highlighted more of this
Kindle e-book than any other book in my collection of some 316 Kindle volumes. It could be that
as a student, I was ready, and the teacher appeared, or perhaps it just caught me in a ready-and-
teachable set of moments. Either way, I'm thankful for this book.How to pick some golden nugget
out of 144 highlights?"If there’s a key to understanding Quadrant Three, it is these two words:
Everything works.""Constantly strive for mastery and grace.""THE IDEA OF ‘SEAMLESS’ is an
important concept in the way I teach, coach and attempt to live my life. At my funeral, I hope
everyone is talking about the same person— in life, we call this integrity, the ability to be one
person, the same person, in every situation.""Etching is the term used for drawing on glass and I
love the image for training… and life, too. Etching is doing something over and over, making all
the excess fluff unimportant. You can see proper etching when the best athletes move seemingly
without effort. Checklists allow you to etch. You are saying “This is important.”""Will this goal
[reading this book, perhaps] allow you to spiral out, to enlarge your life?" Yes.”

KC, “Valuable to bust through and prevent plateaus. This is a great book. For anyone who has
been in a fitness rut or plateau, or has training partners or clients that continually seem to be in a
rut or perpetual decline, this is golden. At some point, just training harder or training more is
NOT the answer, and leads to injury or burnout. I've been there and people I have trained and
trained with have had similar instances of killing ourselves in the gym, and seeing less progress
and even decline in performance.I think that people who haven't hit that fitness wall may have a
hard time appreciating and utilizing the philosophy and approach. People at the gym will ask me
about training, and I let them know about this type of approach, and it doesn't really register and
it's not sexy. However, after a few weeks/months, usually when they start getting bad pain or
complain about the lack of progress, they will ask me again about the stuff I was telling them
about.If you're looking for the latest fitness fad or something fun to do at the gym, this isn't the
book or product for you. If you're looking for a simple, safe and effective way, to get results, add
it to your cart.I have also watched the DVD version and listened to the audio recording of the
DVD many times, and have had the pleasure of seeing Dan present this information.”

J. Dailey, “Simple rules for success. Dan has a talent for writing and strength training. As a



cycling and running coach I’ve always seen strength training as the secret sauce to more
resilient and healthy athletes. Dan makes that point far better than I could and has helped me
explain it better to my athletes. Great reference for coaches and athletes!”

observer, “Comprehensive text on the philosophy of fitness. I believe this is Dan John's best
book. The material is not entirely new, but it is the comprehensive summary of Dan John's
philosophy on training and, to some extent life.This is not the book of recipes: that many reps
and sets for for six weeks, then back off, then switch to this and so on. This is the system of
fitness for different classes of people, from physical culture students to elite athletes. The most
important theme is that the vast majority of trainers belong to Quadrant Three, where a few
physical qualities and skills need to be learned at good (but not amazing) level.Should I, an
average Joe in his early fifties, aim for double bodyweight squat, or my goals at this stage of my
life are closer to preparing not to break my hip in twenty years in case of a fall? Should I train
myself to the ground every session, or should I take it easy and? What are my weaknesses and
what should I do to correct them? That's what this text helps you to do: set the goals, decide on
the level of commitment to training, assess yourself and so on.Very systematic and, I believe,
based on extensive experience. I highly recommend it to every, fit and strong or otherwise. Most
of my contemporaries should read it. Easy and entertaining style and anecdotes are an extra
bonus.”

Jon, “Another great dan john book. Ok another good book from Dan John. Intervention is a bit
different from other books I have read as it’s more based on the process which a elite strength
coach diagnoses weaknesses in athletes program. Dan john walks you through his process and
explains why it work, what you should be doing and what is realistic.The first sections are about
goal setting and finding out you point b (where you want to be). He also goes into detail about
point a (where you are) and helps you to set realistic expectations.The second half of the book is
how you move from point a to point b. He uses a list of major body movements and the
standards for which he sees as resulting in a major performance increase. The section if based
lovely on functional movements screening and helps highlight graph in programs. Dan John
goes on the set priorities in movement which can be used and the basis of a program.He also
states of depending on your point a different approaches can be made in terms on workouts. He
describes these as bus bench (focused workouts) or park bench (challenging but enjoyable)
workouts.All and all a good book, and well worth the read. It also have a DVD set that you can
buy that I think would also add value to your skill set”

Captain, “Excellent book EVERY Fitness Instructor should read. Brilliant book for any fitness
instructor/personal trainer. This book takes into account all the different variables of a training
situation i.e. the client/athlete, the equipment, the goal and prescribes an actual method or
structure to use as a base to build on. I couldn't stop reading this book once i'd started and even



went back through and took notes from it. Dan John does not look to take any credit or trump
anyone with his ideas and observations he is merely giving you feedback from his experience as
a strength coach and even admits that he is still learning all the time which makes the book all
the more readable. This is now one of my favourite books and will purchase the hard copy in
future as i originally purchased the Kindle version which was an absolute bargain.”

Saved from Mormonism, “The best book ever!. What can I say, the best book, I have ever read
apart from the Bible. Dan John is an awesome human being, Fitness professional and Strength
coach. His style of writing is awesome, so much information and a lot humour. Everyone who
trains should read this book!”

Pete, “Necessary reading for all trainers and athletes. This is a really important book that I keep
coming back to time and time again. The distilled wisdom of 35 years as a coach in an easily
digested and entertaining read.”

ross mitchell, “Simple strength. A great book for understanding the simple was to.increase
strength and performance. Worth reading as athletes and coaches of any level can benefit from
this book.”

Carl P, “Outstanding!! Dan John at the top of his game.. Simply one of the very best books I
have ever read (and I've read a lot!) on strength, health and long term performance.If you want to
be the best you you can be and feel and look athletic read Dan John!”

The book by Tony Schwartz has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 273 people have provided feedback.
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